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Module Name Operation Area mil2 Abstract 

In this paper, we present a program to determine the 
optimal module set and clock cycle time of an applica- 
tion specific digital signal processor at  the beginning of 
synthesis. This method performs a systematically de- 
sign space exploration in actual time and space domain. 
The module set can include singlacycle, multi-cyck or 
pipelined operators. The optimal clock cycle sekction is 
done by scanning all suboptimal clock cycle values in an 
efficient way. The cost of hardware considers both the 
cost of the data path and that of the controller. Several 
examples are illustrated to show the advantages of our 
approach. 

Delay n s  A * T ’ 

1 Introduction 

In application specific digital signal processor synthesis, the al- 
gorithms of DSP application are implemented on a set of hard- 
ware modules which are running at  a certain clock rate. In this 
case, the initial selection of modules and the clock cycle time 
of the data  path are important to a final result. The savings in 
repetitive processing time using the module set and clock cycle 
selection is a major motivation for this work. 

The module set and clock cycle selection procedure is done 
before scheduling to  determine an optimal module set and clock 
cycle time of an  arbitrary data path. This technique is based on 
several predictive ability of the original data flow and integrated 
the predicted results using a heuristic globally cost function 
which both consider the clock cycle T,, system latency 1 and 
the delay and area of individual modules as well as that  of a 
microcode controller. 

The Chippe design system [l] and the SPAID system [2] use 
a user-defined clock time as a basis for scheduling. The Chippe 
supports multi-cycle operation and chaining but requires the 
user t o  explicitly mark function units that  are to  be chained. 

In [3], the module selection is done before scheduling. The 
clock cycle for a design is chosen as the maximum module delay 
of the optimal module set. This method promotes chaining but 
precludes multi-cycle scheduling of operations. 

In the context of high-level-synthesis, the module set rep- 
resents the space domain in the design space. For the same 
type of operation nodes, fast modules take a larger area than 
slower modules. As the area is restricted or just one operation 
node of a certain type in the data flow graph, then slower mod- 
ules with less area is preferable. At the beginning of synthesis, 
hardware balance can be estimated, based on a evaluation of all 
critical paths, the operation nodes V={N, ,  , ... N-} of each 

Table 1: Module Library 

types and the system timing constraint on latency or through- 
put. The clock cycle represents the time domain in the design 
space, and the balancing between number of the system control 
steps and the length of a control step. A module set which con- 
tains various module delays, { d q l ,  ..dop,), then choosing gcd of 
these delays as the clock cycle is the most saving the execution 
time. The trade-off is more control steps that complete the 
design, because the clock scheme of each operation would be 
multi-cycled. The object of module and clock cycle selection 
is to provide a reasonable initial solution of the module set 
and the clock cycle time for the task of synthesis based on a 
heuristic cost function. 

2 Methodology 

Starting point for our consideration is a DFG which consists of 
a set of operation nodes V and a set of directed edges E which 
describe the data  dependencies. There are a predefined module 
library, as shown in table 1, which can provide module set s, 
and the clock cycle t,; t o  minimize the global cost function 

F,,,t = cost(hardware) * time(ezecution) (1) 
Fcoat . 

2.1 Timing Consideration 

The normal operation during one control step is reading the 
input data  from register, processing the data and then storing 
the result, as shown in figure 1. Thus,  the timing model of the 
clock cycle T, is defined as 

Tc = t read  + tp + tstore (2) 

tread, tatore : 
t p  : 

the data trans f e r  delay. 
the data processing delay. 
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The multi-cycle operation which reads data in tread of the 
first cycle and writes data  in tstore of the last cycle and the 
arithmetic logic executed between them. And the timing con- 
sideration is also suitable for chaining operations. 

2.2 Candidate M o d u l e  Set 

The architectural model of operational module is shown in fig- 
ure 2, which formulated both pipelined and nonpipelined mod- 
ules. The operation delay of pipeline modules is specified as 
stage delay [5]. 

For the multicycle clock scheme is allowable, the fast mod- 
ules in module set will not decrease its speed performance due 
t o  synchronization with slower modules. The slower modules 
with less area than the fast one will gain the area performance. 
In this case, the module is not redundant if it gains a speed per- 
formance or an area performance than other module. In table 
1, ax  is a redundant module of a l .  For  redundant module we 
mean that a module whose area and delay as larger than another 
module. In table 1, the module az gains a better speed per- 
formance than that of a2 and gains a better area performance 
than that of aO, but ax  is redundant module of a l .  Since a1 
gains both a better area and a better speed performance than 
ax,  which a design using a z  is less performance than using a l .  

Every not redundant module generates the candidate mod- 
ule sets. Once the module sets are generated, the associated 
local optimal clock cycles also can be generated, which is de- 
picted in the next section. If there are constraints on the design, 
then the performance evaluation is under this constraint. 

2 .3  F i n d i n g  O p t i m a l  Clock C y c l e  

Traditionally, the clock cycle T, is chosen by the maximum 
value among all the delays of the different functional units of 
a module set. Thus,  the natural upper bound for T, is depen- 
dent on the delay of each kind of module in the optimal module 
set. And the absolutely lower bound, T,,,,, which is a technol- 
ogy dependent parameter for the implementation of controller; 
therefore: T,  > MAX(T,,,,,,,, t r e a d +  t s t o r e ) .  Although the range 
of T, is specified, the enumeration of the clock cycle time is still 
a problem. Based on the following survey, the enumeration of 
the clock cycle can be performed in an efficient manner. 

In a synchronous system, by employing a fast T,  which is 
shorter than the slowest functional unit delay, the slowest mod- 
ule will be synchronized as a multi-cycled module, c, * T,, with 
a synchronized redundant delay, T,, which is expressed as: 

c, * T, > dop, OT c, x T, = dop, - T, 

Because finding the gcd of module delays as the clock cycle 
time is not practical, the local optimal values of these module 
delays might be the good choice points of the clock cycle time. 
The local optimal clock cycle for a candidate module set is 
depicted below: 
Definition of local optimal clock cycle: Suppose there are n 
types of operations op, with delay dop, in a candidate mod- 
ule set. FOT a clock cycle t,, these operatzons are synchronzzed 
as c1, c2, .., c, cycled operation with the synchronzzed redundant 
delay r l ,  T ~ ,  .., T,, and then the common factor of c1, c2, .., c, is 
1 and the local optimal clock is existed a t  least one T, = 0 fOT 

the clock scheme c1, c2, .., c,. 
The clock cycle time selection procedure is t o  scan all pos- 

sible cycle time between upper and lower bounds, where up- 
per bound means the longest operation delay in a candidate 
module set. And, lower bound is the speed limitation of the 
controller. The clock scheme is defined as the number of cycles 
needed to  complete the operation. One example illustrated the 
local optimal clock cycle is shown in figure 3, which uses one 
module set consisting of an adder(l6bits, 40ns, 2000mi12), a 
multiplier(l6bzts, 125ns, 6200mil 2, and a register (16bils, 5ns,  
500mi12) and with the T,,,, absolutely lower bound 25ns on 
the 8-tap FIR[4]. 

By scanning the local optimal values of all the module de- 
lays, the range of the continuous clock cycle design domain is 
searched and exploited efficiently. There are four choices of the 
clock cycle time in figure 3-(a), T, = 68ns with one cycle addi- 
tion and two cycle multiplication minimizing the cost function. 
But under different constraint, as in figure 3-(b) T,  = 50ns is 
for a minimum system latency. area design. In figure 3-(c), 
T, = 135ns is for a minimum area design. 

2.4  Hardware Cost C o n s i d e r a t i o n  

2.4.1 Data Path Cons ide ra t ion  

For a possible data  path design, the number of control steps is 
related to  the clock cycle time and the system latency. This 
relationship is given by: 

: system latency, +, ns.  
T, : 
s, : 

the clock cycle, RS. 
number of control steps. 

In order t o  enhance the performance of the fast and pipelined 
functional unit, multicycle and pipelined clock schemes are al- 
lowable. In the following two equations which formulate the 
cost model of the single-cycle, multi-cycle and pipeline opera- 
tors. 

(4) 

dop, : delay of functzonal unzt op, OT minimum 
avazlable latency of pipelined functional unit[5]. 

In equation (4), 1 dopl/Tc 1 is the number of synchronized 
cycle needed by module op,. For the slower functional unit 
which could be multicycled, i.e. the dop,/Tc 1 could be greater 
than 1, and the number of control steps S,(= il/Tc 1) is also 
increased by employing a fast T,. But,  for a fast functional 
unit which is still single cycled and due to the number of con- 
trol steps S, increased by a fast T,, the necessary number of 
this fast functional unit to implement the data  path is reduced, 
mop, = N o p L / S ,  1 .  For the fast functional unit always occu- 
pies a larger area, the fast T ,  not only speeds up the system 
throughput but also decreases the area of a data  path. Then 
the total operator area of a data  path is: 

(5) 

aop, : area of functional unit op, 

Refer Equation 3 to  Equation 4 ,  and then taking into the 
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above equation, which is shown as: design 

random DFG 

type & number of operation 

(+) : 26. (*) : 8. (-) : 4. 
FIR (+) : 15. (*) : 8. 

2.4.2 Controller Consideration 

However, the clock cycle Tc affects both the data path and 
the complexity of the controller. The number of control steps 
S, is increased while T, is decreased. In this way, the size 
and complexity of controller must also be taken into account. 
Assume that each control step corresponds to  a microword in 
the controller. In each microword there are three control field to 
implement each control step; s bits are required to  specify the 
next control step (the next state), o bits are required to  specify 
the microoperation to  be performed, and d bits are required 
to  control the data path. The total amount of microwords 
multiplied by the width of each microword: 

/ J C = S c * ( 5 + 0 $ d )  (7) 

Now we examine the details of each field of the pC. The 
next state field represents the number of control steps of the 
controller. The simple relationship is given by: 

the critical paths 

11(+) + 3(*) 
8(+) + I(*) 

The number of bits, d ,  in the da ta  path field is required to 
control the da ta  path. Since the combinational functional units 
are "free running", no microcoded control is necessary. Instead, 
the number of bits t o  control the da ta  path comes solely from 
the number of registers and multiplexers. The estimation of 
the number of registers and multiplexers for a pipelined design 
has been proposed by [6]. The microoperation field, 0, which is 
dependent on the application, for example, 4 bits can specify 
sixteen various kinds of microoperations. If each bit in the pC 
is W(c)  mil2, then the total area of controller is shown as: 

1 
Tc 

Area(controller) = 1 - J * ( 5  + o + d )  * W(c) ( 8 )  

The hardware cost of the module selection considering the 
above factor is cost = areu(da2apath) + area(controller). The 
goal is to  minimum the total chip area. In the data path the 
area of operators and registers is taken into account. The over- 
all hardware cost for our module selection is shown below: 

The objective cost function also can be multiplied by an over- 
head factor t o  account for interconnect and layout overhead. 

2.4.3 Algorithm 

1NPUT:l.a da ta  flow graph : 
2.a design library : 
3.constraints: throughput, latency, area or Fco,t. 

0UTPUT:optimal module set and T, for synthesis. 

for n various types of operation nodes 

for 5 ,  in ( 5 0 ,  51 ..,5,) { 
find all possible candidate module sets: SO, s1 . . ,5, ; 

find local optimal T, of 5; { 
calculate the number FU of opl..op,,; 

I pq(+)$2(*) + 1(-) I 
Table 2: Description of Design Examples 

calculate the numberofcycle FU of opl..op,; 
calculate the number of registers; 
calculate the number of multiplexor inputs; 
calculate the cost function; 
if (constraints) 

1 
record the minimum cost module set; 

1 
The complexity of this algorithm is O(m*K),  for K denotes 

the number of the local optimal clock cycle for module set s i .  

3 Experiment and Results 

The described algorithm is implemented in C language on sun3/ 
110. The results of two examples are reported. The first is the 
FIR design [4], the second is the random data  flow graph in 
figure 4 which shows a similar topology as the fifth order elliptic 
filter design [2]. Table 3 describes these examples in terms of 
operation types, number of nodes of each types and the critical 
paths. 

The module library is shown in table 1, there are four 
adders, three multipliers and three subtractors in the library. 
In the FIR example, only addition and multiplication operation 
nodes in DFG, there are four by three combinations of module 
sets. But, the adder ax is a redundance of a1 and the module set 
with ax can be replace by a1 resulting in a better performance. 
In this way, there are three by three combinations of candi- 
dated module sets. By scanning of the local optimal values of 
the clock cycle times, a selection of a optimal clock cycle and 
the clock schemes for the optimal module set are derived. Fig- 
ure 5 shows the comparison of the flexible clock cycle time and 
the single cycle operation curves. The flexible selection of the 
clock cycle time shows a much better design space exploration 
than the design curve that all operation are single cycled. Fig- 
ure 6 shows the result of the random data flow graph example. 
In this example, there are three types of operation, addition, 
multiplication and subtraction. The most critical paths list in 
table 2 and show in figure 4 in heavy lines. The two examples 
are illustrated this program can provide a good design space 
exploration and a feasible estimation of design performance. 

4 Conclusion 

The algorithm presented in this paper select an optimal module 
set with an optimal clock cycle time by a heuristic cost func- 
tion which both considers the area of the data path and that of 
the controller, and the flexible choice of the clock scheme also 
improve the exploration of the design space. The clock schemes 
of single-cycle, multi-cycle and structural pipeline modules are 
formulated. The work can be appled on both ordinary or func- 
tional pipelining synthesis. Before actual synthesis, this pro- 
gram can also provide a good estimation of the design perfor- 
mance. 
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Fig. 6.  The results of module and clock cycle selection for the random 
data flow graph example.The feasible clock scheme design vs. single 
cycle op design curves. 
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Fig. 5. The results of module and clock cycle selection for FIR filter . 
The feasible clock scheme design vs. single cycle op design curves. 
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